“Anyone can cook. It takes an artist to create a meal worth remembering,” by Chef August Gusteau

Teaching is like cooking. We need a cup of the patience, whenever we feel stress about them. A pinch of strictness for them to know their limits. A bowl of trust that thinking and believing that they can be successful and they can achieve their goal, a pack understanding about their personal life for us to understand the way they act and behave in the classroom. A lot of discipline that always remind them what is right and wrong, what is the consequences of their action and telling them to be wise in their decision. 8 large skills to facilitate them in different learning areas. 8 ounces of teaching how to relate the lesson in the real. Another cup of equality and fairness for all. The most important is a love in every recipe we are cooking like in teaching, we need to love our student like our own children. Let them feel that we are really their second parent and they can trust us.

We cook the same recipe in different ways and different ingredient, just like in teaching and learning process. We, all teachers need to make and mould a successful individual that will help our country in the near future and also learn and understand what life is.

I believe the most important thing we need to teach to our student is first having a value and discipline within themselves. As a teacher, I see how the student behaviour is getting worst. I cannot imagine that they can say mean words and act awfully. Second,
teaching them the basic, but they can learn a lot and they can apply it in real life situation

Third, collaboration and socialization. I believe and I know that they can learn a lot when they work with others, they also learn from their classmates which make the teaching learning process effective. And lastly, we need to love them. Love that is fair and equal to all. Love that makes us patient and understanding. Love that makes all of this possible.

All of us can cook by following what is in the cookbook, but not every one of us can make a masterpiece. A recipe that will never be forgotten. A recipe that everyone is admiring and wanting to taste. It’s up to us if we want us to make a masterpiece or a specialty or make a typical one.

Time flies so fast, in the blink of an eye the learner you’ve served the special receipt you made will finish their meal and bring their hearts with full of learnings and love to the next cook and another dish will be made for the challenges of tomorrow.
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